CREATING VALUE FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Paris Descartes helps make your company competitive and contributes to social and scientific progress. It innovates to bring solutions to the great challenges of our age.

A world-class research university, Paris Descartes offers cutting-edge academic programs in an array of disciplines, from Associate’s to Doctoral Degrees.

Un paralleled science and innovation to address your business challenges!
Highly-developed economies require advanced knowledge and skills. Building ties with Paris Descartes will allow your company access to leading expertise and professional consulting services, through to internships and the recruitment of top-quality graduates, as well as to continuing education for your staff, derived from the latest research.

- Collaborative research projects
- Long-term strategic research alliances
- Access to leading students through internships or apprenticeship
- Students’ input in case study or research projects
- Graduate recruitment programs
- Specialised, tailored short courses and workshops, on and off-line
- Continuing education for your staff: certificate or degree-earning
- Conferences, seminars and scientific events
- Access to reduced-rate or free space rentals
- Access to a world-class scientific and architectural heritage

Paris Descartes’ world-class multidisciplinary teams are uniquely positioned to foster 360° perspective and pioneer new fields, helping you apply advanced knowledge to your business challenges.
Support Paris Descartes University’s research and academic programs!

- Contribute the Taxe d’Apprentissage in cash or in kind,
- Help craft or enrich a curriculum,
- Enjoy a 60% tax reduction for your gift to the Paris Descartes Foundation,
- Hire (post)doctoral students on a CIFR contract,
- Receive tax benefits by securing a research contract,
- Rent spaces or rooms,
- Enroll on continuing education courses

Nos partenaires bénéficient d’invitations privilégiées, d’interactions avec nos étudiants et nos chercheurs, d’informations et de veille, qui dynamisent vos équipes.

FIND OUT MORE ON OUR WEBSITE

Professions our students train for
http://up5.fr/gaO16

Research and Academic programs
fondation.parisdescartes.fr/

Continuing Education
www.scfc.parisdescartes.fr/

Space Rentals
http://up5.fr/Teosl

Taxe d’Apprentissage
http://up5.fr/kFx1K

Giving
fondation.parisdescartes.fr/

Advertising a position or internship
locationdesalles.parisdescartes.fr/

Subscribing to the Paris Descartes newsletter (in French)
descartesinfo.parisdescartes.fr/

CONTACT

For any questions pertaining to partnerships, please contact our Development Office
developpement@parisdescartes.fr
+33 (0)1 76 53 17 26 ou +33 (0)1 76 53 17 77
We reply to inquiries within 24 hours.